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Cities and Green Buildings In the Transition to a Green Economy A UNEP Brief Context 2008 was a turning point in history – for the very first time the number of urban dwellers surpassed the number of people living in rural area 1 . The number of cities with over a million went from 11 cities in 1900 to 378 in 2000 and it is estimated that this number will increase to 599 by 2025 2 . Close to 80 per cent of these (479 cities) will be in developing countries. According to the World Urbanisation Prospects (2007), all of the population growth in the next four decades will be absorbed by urban areas; even more significantly, most of this growth is expected to occur in the cities and towns of the developing world. Challenges •



Cities occupy just 2 per cent of the world’s terrestrial surface, and now contain 50 per cent of its population and consume over 75 per cent of its natural resources.



•



Urban based economic activities account for 55 per cent of GNP in LDCs, 73 per cent in middle income countries, and 85 per cent in the most developed countries 3 .



•



Failing to achieve sustainability in urban areas will undermine overall efforts to sustain natural capital and livelihoods that depend on it not only in the cities, but also in poor rural areas.



Flood risks and CO2 emissions for a selection of cities



Source: Urban Age Programme based on UN World Urbanisation Prospects, the 2007 Revision.



•



Projections up to 2025 indicate that strong urban growth will occur in South Asia and SubSaharan Africa, regions where infrastructure and social development is seriously lacking.



•



A 60 per cent increase in urbanisation by 2030 will drive an increase in city energy use to 73 per cent of the world's energy use 4 . Related CO2 emissions in cities will reach 79 per cent of the world total.



•



Worldwide 23 per cent of the energy consumed occurs in the residential and commercial sector: 19 per cent in OECD countries; 34 per cent in non-OECD countries. •



Urban areas account for about 75 per cent of all energy use and GHG emissions in the world. Between 1970 and 1990 total direct and indirect emissions from the building sector grew by 75 per cent 5 .



•



No less than 400 million urban dwellers are exposed to risks associated with sea-level rise. These risks are most pronounced in the least developed regions of the world 6 .



Source: Urban Age Programme based on UN World Urbanisation Prospects, the 2007 Revision.



www.unep.org/greeneconomy



Facing this myriad of challenges requires new approaches to the critical links that spatial design has with distance, time and ultimately productivity; that ecological infrastructure has with access to basic needs such as water, clean air and ultimately poverty and human wellbeing. Green economy oportunities Cities are critical geographical units in the formulation and implementation of policies that will shape our future across sectors, such as water, transport, energy, waste management, construction or communication. To be able to use cities as transformative tools for greening the economy and using the scale economies that they offer, it is crucial to integrate their spatial design with that of buildings and transport systems. •



There is a global potential to reduce approximately 29 per cent of the projected baseline emissions by 2020 cost-effectively in the residential and commercial sectors, the highest among all sectors studied in the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report.



•



A transition to energy-efficient buildings would create millions of jobs, as well as "greening" existing employment for many of the estimated 111 million people working in the construction sector.



•



Investments in energy-efficient buildings could generate an additional 2 to 3.5 million jobs in Europe and the US alone.



•



The potential is much higher in developing countries and in countries in transition which often have large stocks of inefficient buildings 7 .



•



In Mexico City Bus Rapid Transport schemes BRT schemes alongside cycle-ways and new traffic measures, envisage a 10 per cent cut in transport-related smog and fine air particles and average annual benefits of over US$750 million.



•



For a US$ 2 million Marikina bikeway project in Manila, it is estimated that for every dollar there will be a two dollar return in health and wider environmental benefits.



•



In Rio de Janeiro, improved operation of diesel buses lead to annual savings of 40 million liters of fuel - a 12.5 per cent reduction.



•



A widespread adoption of the efficiency standards of light-duty vehicles in OECD countries in non-OECD countries and greater hybridisation and electrification of fleets could deliver a 50 per cent improvement in vehicle efficiency 8 .



•



The Eastgate building in Zimbabwe uses less than 10 per cent of the energy of a conventional building. Using building design that mimics cooling mounds of termites, Eastgate's owners saved $3.5 million on a $36 million building. Rents are 20 per cent lower than in other buildings.



Climate change: Estimated economic mitigation potential by sector and region using technologies and practices expected to be available in 2030.



Source: IPCC, Fourth Assessment Report. Note: Potentials not including non-technical options such as lifestyle changes. •



The Green Economy will thus throw up a mix of challenges and opportunities with regards to the role of cities in ensuring sustainability in the future. The emphasis will be on the need for integrated policy approaches to governance, planning, finance and broader developmental and poverty dimensions which all are critical elements for cities to serve as a powerful geographical unit in the emergence of a green economy.



•



In the long-run, if a city can prioritise the sharing of resources, widespread use of public amenities and ultimately an energy-efficiency combined with social opportunity, city making will help provide solutions to the global environmental crisis.
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Investing in sustainable cities and green construction



Enabling Conditions •



Evidence and analysis suggest that investments in sustainable multifunctional cities and greening of the building and construction sector offer high returns as well as multiple economic, social, and environmental benefits, for governments, businesses and society at large.



Recognition of the complexity of the interrelationships within the unit of the city: multiple systems, causalities and effects.



•



Emphasis on the need for integrated policy approaches and the identification of the key actions that will be required over the next few decades.



Several investment opportunities exist, including in the following areas:



•



Planning: Guidelines for an integrated approach, long-term and multi-scalar approach to city planning.



•



Governance: Decentralisation, transparency and accountability; regulatory reforms including building codes for acquisition, development, design and construction, standards and certificates, energy audits and labelling.



•



Finance: Long-term sustainability, publicprivate partnerships, business-cycle repercussions, incentives for industry and users, including fiscal and financial incentives.



•



Retrofitting of existing building stock.



•



Energy efficiency and use of renewable energies in buildings.



•



Energy efficient lighting offers a huge energy saving potential.



•



Investment in passive and low energy strategies, such as: daytime ventilation, shading for solar control, thermal mass for cooling and heating, etc.



•



Investment in alternative and green building materials and construction technologies.



•



City Bus Rapid Transport schemes and other mass transit systems.



Cities will be central in bringing about tomorrow’s economic benefits and welfare, the provision of decent jobs and human well-being within an environment liberated from the risks and threats of climate change, pollution, resource depletion and ecosystem degradation. Achieving the transformative change in cities requires that we urgently integrate urban design in our planning policies, co-integrate nature and human economic development harmoniously, building and designing with nature.



For comments, feedback and more details: Moustapha Kamal Gueye UNEP-Economics and Trade Branch [email protected]
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The Green Meadow School 

School authorities do have the legal right to forbid articles of clothing which endanger the ..... August 2008. Other Co
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QUEENS OF THE GREEN 

la primera mujer en unirse al club de los 59 golpes en ... cana Lorena Ochoa, una mujer fuerte e impo- ... del Mundo seg
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Green Economy Gründungsmonitor 2014 - Borderstep Institut 

te Lösung für Elektromobilität. Energieeffizienz: Orcan Energy. Das Unternehmen Orcan Energy wurde. 2008 gegründet und verbessert mit 25 Mit- arbeitern und ...
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The Future of Green 

Muster des immer-Wieder- tipping point 'tipIn point -- Wendepunkt trillion "triljen Billion (en) . turnover 't3: neuvel UmSatz venture I'ventÅ¿e waste west. Wagnis ...
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Green Carpets 

20.09.2016 - Akkreditierung unter: [email protected]. Donnerstag, 22. September ... Daniel Radcliffe, Daniel Ragussis. Samstag, 1. Oktober. 18:00.
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Green Carpets 

HIGH-RISE: Luke Evans TBC, Ben Wheatley. 20:45 bis 21:15. FORSAKEN: Kiefer Sutherland. Sa, 26. September. 17:30 bis 17:45. INGLORIOUS BASTERDS: ...
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Green Carpets 

BLACK MASS: Scott Cooper, John Lesher, Brian Oliver, Phil Hunt. Mo, 28. September ... A WALK IN THE WOODS: Ken Kwapis. Fr, 2. Oktober. 17:45 bis 18:15.
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Green Carpets 

EUPHORIA. Lisa Langseth, Frida Bargo, Alicia. Vikander, Charles Dance, Mark Stanley,. Patrik Andersson. Samstag, 30. September. 17:45. SHOCK AND AWE.
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green love 

Zutaten in der Brühe rund fünf Minuten köcheln lassen. 3 Kokosmilch und Cannellini-Bohnen in die. Suppe geben und diese weitere 5 Minuten kö- cheln lassen.
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Super Green 

PRODUKTBESCHREIBUNG. Super Greenâ„¢ fÃ¼r Superpower! Um den KÃ¶rper optimal auf die NÃ¤hrstoffaufnahme vorzubereiten, muss unser ...
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Flambus Green 

—se alegró Lechuga agarrándose a la lám- para de mesa—. ¡Volamos! Aquel viento imprevisto movió el aire y dio un em- puj
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Role Incompatibility, Outsourcing, and the Transition to a Second Birth ... 

outsourcing of housework on the transition to a second birth in Germany, due to ..... role relations and finds a job which allows her to work for a salary while she ...
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Green Carpets 

WAR ON EVERYONE. John Michael McDonagh. Alexander Skarsgard. Michael Pena. Montag, 26. September. 20:15. AMERICAN PASTORAL. Ewan McGregor,.
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Green Garden 

Sala de lectura / juegos (separada). 1. 11. Biblioteca .... pasta dental, juego de afeitar ...) 2. 2 ...... Publicació d
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Green Carpets 

FREEHELD: Ellen Page, Peter Sollet, Michael Shamberg. 19:30 bis 20: ... COLONIA: Daniel BrÃ¼hl, Michael Nyqvist, Florian Gallenberger, ... TRUMAN: Cesc Gay.
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Green Carpets 

Simon Baker. Friday, October 6. 17:40. THE BALLAD OF LEFTY BROWN. Jared MoshÃ©, Bill Pullman. 20:00. BREATHE. Andrew Garfield, Andy Serkis Jonathan.
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Green Carpets 

19.09.2016 - Marcel Hoehn, Joel Basman. 19:45. FLORENCE FOSTER JENKINS. Hugh Grant. Mittwoch, 28. September. 20:30. Career Achievement Award.
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Derek Green 

Ahmed Charles 4 22 2015 $20.00. Mailing Address ... Ahmed Charles 4 30 2015 $200.00. Mailing Address .... Brian Eury 4 8
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Super Green 

PRODUKTBESCHREIBUNG. Super Greenâ„¢ fÃ¼r Superpower! Um den KÃ¶rper optimal auf die NÃ¤hrstoffaufnahme vorzubereiten, muss unser ...
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green line bundesausgabe ab 2014 green line 

PDF File: Green Line Bundesausgabe Ab 2014 Green Line Workbook Mit ... the most applicable as well as related pdf within our data bank on your desirable.
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to all major cities in the world 

... DEVELOPMENTS in the WORLD. LOCATION... paradise ..... INFINITY pool and deck with FOOD and BEVERAGE service. INFINIT
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Alice in the Cities 

Diego Ferri ist ein italienischer Komponist, Musiker und Sound-Designer. Sein musikalischer Stil ... beautiful musical landscape. Merchants Of Air, Belgium, ...
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A Perspective on Infrastructure and Energy Security In the Transition 

Project (RAP), Agora Energiewende and WWF decided to .... The Energy Union Choices project aims to bring a ...... to practically zero. by 63% compared to the ...
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01 – “Green Eggs and Ham” Friday 

Style your hair crazy or wear crazy clothes. 02/28 – “Oh, The Places You'll go”. Thursday. Dress as what you want to be
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